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MATH
BELL WORK: Mountain
Math Review Question #'s
1-5

LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify volume as an
attribute of a solid figure and
explain that volume of a solid
figure can be found by filling it
with unit cubes, without gaps
and overlaps, and finding the
total number of cubes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Explain what volume is

(using attached PPT.) -
Relate to volume in
science as a property of
matter

• Teacher Tip: Use
lakeshore volume boxes

• Teach how to measure
volume by counting unit
cubes

• Use volume blocks to
create rectangular prisms
& cubes and calculate the
volume (students will need
to share)

MATH
BELL WORK: Mountain
Math Review Question #'s
6-10

LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify volume as an
attribute of a solid figure and
explain that volume of a solid
figure can be found by filling it
with unit cubes, without gaps
and overlaps, and finding the
total number of cubes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Explain volume can be

found by filling a solid
figure with unit cubes,
without gaps or overlaps,
and finding the total
number of cubes.

• Whole group
practice: http://www.commoncoresheets.com/
oat.php?oattype=Math/
Volume/
Identifying%20Volume%20of%20a%20Box

MATH
BELL WORK: Mountain
Math Review Question #'s
11-15

LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify volume as an
attribute of a solid figure and
explain that volume of a solid
figure can be found by filling it
with unit cubes, without gaps
and overlaps, and finding the
total number of cubes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• WARM UP: Volume with

improvised units
(attached)

• Find volume by using the
formulas: V=LxWxH or
V=BxH

• Introduce volume formulas
using marshmallow math
(Activity link
here: http://www.teacherjuliasroom.com/
2015/03/hands-on-with-
rectangular-
prisms.html?m=1)

MATH
BELL WORK: Mountain
Math Review Question #'s
16-20

LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify volume as an
attribute of a solid figure and
explain that volume of a solid
figure can be found by filling it
with unit cubes, without gaps
and overlaps, and finding the
total number of cubes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Review finding volume by

using the formulas:
V=LxWxH or V=BxH
(word)

• Complete first 5 whole
group

INDEPENDENT: Finding
Volume (word) practice page

CENTERS:
Small Group: Remediate
dividing fractions, fractions as
division, and line plots
Technology: IXL EE.13,
EE.14 (Must get to 80%) --> 2
questions wrong in a row,
students must see teacher for
remediation
iReady: 2 lessons + quiz
Video(s): http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LZxXUb9iAZc & http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YECQ5JGNKIc
Interactive Notebook: Sort
by Volume Pockets

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can

identify volume as an
attribute of a solid figure and
explain that volume of a solid
figure can be found by filling it
with unit cubes, without gaps
and overlaps, and finding the
total number of cubes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS
• Review finding volume by

using the formulas:
V=LxWxH or V=BxH

• Volume with Legos Tasks
- use the formula to
complete tasks with Legos
(complete as "stations" or
scavenger hunt with
partners)

INDEPENDENT: Volume
Formative

CENTERS:
Small Group: Remediate
dividing fractions, fractions as
division, and line plots
Technology: IXL EE.13,
EE.14 (Must get to 80%) --> 2
questions wrong in a row,
students must see teacher for
remediation
iReady: 2 lessons + quiz
Video(s): http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LZxXUb9iAZc & http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YECQ5JGNKIc
Interactive Notebook: Sort
by Volume Pockets
Daily Math Journal: Answer
the following prompt in 3-5
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INDEPENDENT: Determine
the volume of a box practice
page

CENTERS:
Small Group: Remediate
dividing fractions, fractions as
division, and line plots
Technology: IXL EE.13,
EE.14 (Must get to 80%) --> 2
questions wrong in a row,
students must see teacher for
remediation
iReady: 2 lessons + quiz
Video(s): http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LZxXUb9iAZc & http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YECQ5JGNKIc
Interactive Notebook: Sort
by Volume Pockets
Daily Math Journal: Answer
the following prompt in 3-5
sentences: Describe what a
unit cube is how you use unit
cubes to determine the
volume of a rectangular
prism. Explain with words and
pictures.
Application: Volume Mystery
Game
Task Cards: Volume Task
Cards

Daily Math Journal: Answer
the following prompt in 3-5
sentences: Describe what a
unit cube is how you use unit
cubes to determine the
volume of a rectangular
prism. Explain with words and
pictures.
Application: Volume Mystery
Game
Task Cards: Volume Task
Cards
Problem of the Day: 2A
(10-14)
Enrichment: Division/Place
Value Games, Prodigy, IXL:
Problem Solving (P-Section),
Number search, Area
Puzzles

Standards
MAFS.5.MD.3.3 Recognize
volume as an attribute of
solid figures and understand
concepts of volume
measurement. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.a A cube
with side length 1 unit, called
a "unit cube," is said to have
"one cubic unit" of volume,
and can be used to measure
volume.
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.b A solid
figure which can be packed
without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to
have a volume of n cubic
units.
MAFS.5.MD.3.4 Measure

sentences: Describe what a
unit cube is how you use unit
cubes to determine the
volume of a rectangular
prism. Explain with words and
pictures.
Application: Volume Mystery
Game
Task Cards: Volume Task
Cards
Problem of the Day: 2A
(10-14)
Enrichment: Division/Place
Value Games, Prodigy, IXL:
Problem Solving (P-Section),
Number search, Area
Puzzles

Standards
MAFS.5.MD.3.3 Recognize
volume as an attribute of
solid figures and understand
concepts of volume
measurement. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.a A cube
with side length 1 unit, called
a "unit cube," is said to have
"one cubic unit" of volume,
and can be used to measure
volume.
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.b A solid
figure which can be packed
without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to
have a volume of n cubic
units.
MAFS.5.MD.3.4 Measure
volumes by counting unit
cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
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INDEPENDENT: Volume
Sort (Partners) -
Remediation: Volume Tasks
(attached)
*Extra practice pages
attached, if needed

CENTERS:
Small Group: Remediate
dividing fractions, fractions as
division, and line plots
Technology: IXL EE.13,
EE.14 (Must get to 80%) --> 2
questions wrong in a row,
students must see teacher for
remediation
iReady: 2 lessons + quiz
Video(s): http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LZxXUb9iAZc & http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YECQ5JGNKIc
Interactive Notebook: Sort
by Volume Pockets
Daily Math Journal: Answer
the following prompt in 3-5
sentences: Describe what a
unit cube is how you use unit
cubes to determine the
volume of a rectangular

Problem of the Day: 2A
(10-14)
Enrichment: Division/Place
Value Games, Prodigy, IXL:
Problem Solving (P-Section),
Number search, Area
Puzzles
Standards

MAFS.5.MD.3.3 Recognize
volume as an attribute of
solid figures and understand
concepts of volume
measurement. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.a A cube
with side length 1 unit, called
a "unit cube," is said to have
"one cubic unit" of volume,
and can be used to measure
volume.
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.b A solid
figure which can be packed
without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to
have a volume of n cubic
units.
MAFS.5.MD.3.4 Measure
volumes by counting unit
cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised
units. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.5 Relate
volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition
and solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving volume. (DOK 2)

Attachments
Determinevolumeofabox.pdf

INDEPENDENT: Finding
volume using formulas
practice page

CENTERS:
Small Group: Remediate
dividing fractions, fractions as
division, and line plots
Technology: IXL EE.13,
EE.14 (Must get to 80%) --> 2
questions wrong in a row,
students must see teacher for
remediation
iReady: 2 lessons + quiz
Video(s): http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LZxXUb9iAZc & http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YECQ5JGNKIc
Interactive Notebook: Sort
by Volume Pockets
Daily Math Journal: Answer
the following prompt in 3-5
sentences: Describe what a
unit cube is how you use unit
cubes to determine the
volume of a rectangular
prism. Explain with words and
pictures.
Application: Volume Mystery
Game
Task Cards: Volume Task
Cards
Problem of the Day: 2A
(10-14)
Enrichment: Division/Place
Value Games, Prodigy, IXL:
Problem Solving (P-Section),
Number search, Area
Puzzles

Standards

volumes by counting unit
cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised
units. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.5 Relate
volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition
and solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving volume. (DOK 2)

Attachments
VolumeWordProblems.pdf

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

in, cubic ft, and improvised
units. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.5 Relate
volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition
and solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving volume. (DOK 2)

Attachments
VolumeTaskCards2.pdf
VolumeQuiz.pdf

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT
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prism. Explain with words and
pictures.
Application: Volume Mystery
Game
Task Cards: Volume Task
Cards
Problem of the Day: 2A
(10-14)
Enrichment: Division/Place
Value Games, Prodigy, IXL:
Problem Solving (P-Section),
Number search, Area
Puzzles
Standards

MAFS.5.MD.3.3 Recognize
volume as an attribute of
solid figures and understand
concepts of volume
measurement. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.a A cube
with side length 1 unit, called
a "unit cube," is said to have
"one cubic unit" of volume,
and can be used to measure
volume.
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.b A solid
figure which can be packed
without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to
have a volume of n cubic
units.
MAFS.5.MD.3.4 Measure
volumes by counting unit
cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised
units. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.5 Relate
volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
VST 2
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate proficiency on
the VST2

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Administer VST2

APPLICATION: SW
complete their VST 2
summative test

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:

RESOURCES: VST 2 Ditrict
Assessment
Attachments
05VolusiaScienceTest22019-2020.pdf

MAFS.5.MD.3.3 Recognize
volume as an attribute of
solid figures and understand
concepts of volume
measurement. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.a A cube
with side length 1 unit, called
a "unit cube," is said to have
"one cubic unit" of volume,
and can be used to measure
volume.
MAFS.5.MD.3.3.b A solid
figure which can be packed
without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to
have a volume of n cubic
units.
MAFS.5.MD.3.4 Measure
volumes by counting unit
cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised
units. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.MD.3.5 Relate
volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition
and solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving volume. (DOK 2)

Attachments
Volumewithimprovisedunits.pdf

RESOURCES

SCIENCE
HUMAN BODY
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the organs in the
human body and describe
their functions, including
the skin, brain, heart,
lungs, stomach, liver,
intestines, pancreas,
muscles and skeleton,
reproductive organs,
kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: finish ppt notes

APPLICATION: Students
will finish taking notes
about the human body

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
brain, heart, lungs,
stomach, liver, small
intestines, large intestines,
pancreas, muscles,
skeleton, kidneys, bladder,
reproductive organs
(ovaries, testes), sensory
organs (eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, skin).

RESOURCES: see
attatchments
Standards

SC.5.L.14.1 Identify the
organs in the human body
and describe their functions,
including the skin, brain,
heart, lungs, stomach, liver,

SCIENCE
Human Body
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the organs in the
human body and describe
their functions, including
the skin, brain, heart,
lungs, stomach, liver,
intestines, pancreas,
muscles and skeleton,
reproductive organs,
kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: finish PPT notes
with students

APPLICATION: SW finish
the notes

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
brain, heart, lungs,
stomach, liver, small
intestines, large intestines,
pancreas, muscles,
skeleton, kidneys, bladder,
reproductive organs
(ovaries, testes), sensory
organs (eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, skin).

RESOURCES: see
attatchments

Standards
SC.5.L.14.1 Identify the
organs in the human body
and describe their functions,
including the skin, brain,
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and solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving volume. (DOK 2)

Attachments
MD3.3-3.5.pptx
VolumeMathMystery5thGradeVolumeReviewActivity.zip
VolumeSortInteractiveNotebook.pdf
VolumeTaskCards.pdf
VolumeofRectangularPrisms.pptx
VolumeofRectangularPrismsMatchingGameBlackWhiteCards.pdf
VolumeTaskCards1.pdf
5thGradeVolumeTaskCardsVolumeCenterVolumeGame.pdf
VolumeTasks.pdf
volumepractice.pdf

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
Human Body
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the organs in the
human body and describe
their functions, including
the skin, brain, heart,
lungs, stomach, liver,
intestines, pancreas,
muscles and skeleton,
reproductive organs,
kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Human Body "Pretest"

Kahoot: http://create.kahoot.it/
share/human-body-review/
25c8a739-275a-445b-8e33-351a210f4976

• Go through PowerPoint,
students take notes using
the notes page on each
organ.

• Study Jams Human Body
videos: http://studyjams.scholastic.com/
studyjams/jams/science/
index.htm

* NOTE: Students do NOT
need to match body
structures with the body
systems
* Students do NOT need to
know the names of bones
and muscles
* Students do NOT need to
know the systems that each
body organ belongs to - just
the functions of organs

intestines, pancreas, muscles
and skeleton, reproductive
organs, kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs. (DOK 2)

heart, lungs, stomach, liver,
intestines, pancreas, muscles
and skeleton, reproductive
organs, kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs. (DOK 2)

Attachments
word-search-human-
bodyWMRBR.pdf
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SCIENCE
VST 2 Review
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate proficiency on
the VST2

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Review Unit 5
Forms of Energy & Electricity
Review ISN content and
vocabulary
Review games quizlet live

APPLICATION: SW review
unit 5 in ISNs and practice
vocabulary and concepts with
quizlet games

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: attract, electric
charge (negative, positive,
neutral), electricity, repel,
static electricity,
transformation, closed circuit,
conductors, electricity,
insulator (poor conductor),
open circuit, simple circuit,
switches

RESOURCES:

* Items will not assess human
body systems

• stomach breaks down food into nutrients that the body uses
• pancreas produces digestive enzymes that control sugar and

aid in digestion
• liver cleans blood by removing toxins and breaks down fats for

digestion
• brain controls the body’s organs
• heart pumps the blood throughout the body
• lungs oxygenate the blood through respiration (taking in and

releasing air)
• small intestines absorb nutrients from food
• large intestines absorb water and move waste out of the body
• muscles help make the body move
• skeleton provides structural support and protects vital organs
• reproductive organs allow reproduction to occur, may make new

organisms
• kidneys filter waste from blood
• bladder stores liquid waste (urine)
• sensory organs are responsible for letting humans see, hear,

smell, taste, and touch

APPLICATION: Take notes
using the notes packet
while teacher goes through
PowerPoint (review at the
end of each section) -
Trashketball at the end of
the PowerPoint

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
brain, heart, lungs,
stomach, liver, small
intestines, large intestines,
pancreas, muscles,
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skeleton, kidneys, bladder,
reproductive organs
(ovaries, testes), sensory
organs (eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, skin).

RESOURCES: see
attatchments
Standards

SC.5.L.14.1 Identify the
organs in the human body
and describe their functions,
including the skin, brain,
heart, lungs, stomach, liver,
intestines, pancreas, muscles
and skeleton, reproductive
organs, kidneys, bladder, and
sensory organs. (DOK 2)

Attachments
BodyOrgansNotes-
GoeswithPPT.docx
HumanBodyOrgansandTheirFunctionsLesson.pptx
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